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its not easy to find the parts for this saab dvd player, but if you do,
they can be installed in just a couple of hours. most of the parts are
available on ebay or amazon for a fraction of the msrp. if you need
help with the installation, your local saab dealer will probably be
able to help you. the current saab 9-3 is simply outclassed. aside

from its powertrain, the 9-3 has unimpressive interior quality for the
class, a lack of high-tech electronic features and nothing to really

make it stand out in a crowded field with such stalwarts as the audi
a4/a5, bmw 3 series, infiniti g37 and mercedes-benz c-class, or
cheaper premium cars like the acura tsx, nissan maxima and
volkswagen's cc and eos. saab may be alive, but its long-term
survival likely won't be the result of this 9-3. thankfully, a new

model is expected to arrive in early 2012. thanks for the link. i'm
considering the navigation system as a replacement for the factory
unit, or an addition. i'm leaning towards the navigation system. the
dealer offers an upgrade from $2,000 up, so if it's $1,000 cheaper

than a factory upgrade, and the dealer is offering the upgrade, why
not? although, it's hard to know exactly what that upgrade will

entail - maybe a better navigation system, maybe not. the
navigation system on my older 9-3 has been having trouble with
the map updating - it's probably a software problem. i'm hoping
that if i upgrade to a newer navigation system, that it will have

better map updating. for a navigation system, it seems to be the
best choice. i'm not getting the upgraded nav system with the

factory unit - they just offer it as an option, so i'm not sure what it
entails. i'm not too familiar with the different systems out there.
they all seem to be fairly similar - you can get a cd/dvd, or an sd

card, or a usb port to hook up to your pc or mac. the steering wheel
controls seem to be the same in all nav systems - but they seem to

work pretty well - i haven't had any issues with them.
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